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Hello! I’m Bert Sarkkinen, owner of Arrow Timber Framing. I fell in love with the timber framing craft
in 2002 and I still feel just as privileged and enthused. Many, many, personalized structures have been
created since then. In fact, my passion, artistry, and repertoire of creative solutions have all grown
dramatically… I sometimes wonder if it is simply something to do with rising to challenges and building
upon success.
People want things which reflect their personality.
People want an enjoyable process with a mutual exchange.
People want teamwork, transparency, and creative solutions.
I experience this over and over in the course of a year, not only when clients view albums or 3-D
models in my office, but especially so immediately after the completion of their timber structure.
Appreciative head nods and slow smiles have almost become a trademark!
You probably agree that exposed beams provide geometric beauty and resonate deep within our
psyche… The style brings to mind durability, longevity, safety, laughter, smiles, and home to many
warm feelings.
The question: What is the best way for you to acquire your personalized timber living?
Not too much, not too little. Not too high, not too low. Just the right mix of timber presence and style… How to find that sweet spot
which you can enjoy for years and pass on to your heirs. It's really about enriching the lives of those around you and sharing your
unique personality and viewpoints with them.
The answer: Arrow Timber’s guaranteed pain-free timber living acquisition process!
I think the culture of mass-produced, one-size-fits-all merchandise is a happiness drain for far too many people. It is better to
have a targeted life with purpose, than acquiring a lot of mediocre things for the sake of having them. Too much waste, clutter
and frustration, I say. It is much better to emphasize and display your values with purposeful choices. And if you can acquire
those choices and avoid the taint of painful experiences, consider yourself a winner! Which is why I guarantee not only the
personalized artistry we create, but also the process by which it is created!
Seek out and choose, therefore, things that will evoke head nods and slow smiles. Things which
resonate with your personality. Things that do not grow old or boring with the passage of time. You will
not regret it.
To your goals, momentum, and success,
Bert Sarkkinen, Owner

Great Rooms
Entry Packages
Kitchens
Decks and Patios
Accents
Outdoor Structures

The Chilton Entry Includes:
5 foot diameter Cedar Logs with massive beams to match. One massive truss. Heavy fascia, roof decking, pegs and connectors included.
Home is where your story begins.

Massive
Organic
Statement

An Old Homestead.
Three generations of loggers.
extra-heavy
fascia

A shrewd knack for business.
...and finally! Excess time and resources to salvage beams
from the Old Homestead to use with
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natural logs and timbers
with a loggers idea of stout building.

And a woman's flair for elegance.

The Chilton Entry

Rustic Elegance.
A truly fitting tribute which tells a story.

The Ball Great Room
Refined
Tasteful
Versatile

Cultivated. Tasteful.
These words spring unprompted into your mind as you settle into your friend Parke’s Lazy Boy.
“Do you still like you coffee black?” Parke is asking. You are a bit distracted.
It has been quite a few years since those college days.
You tear your gaze from the timber trusses above your head. “Yep, still like it black,”
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seamlessly into such a refined style.
A thinker, Parke was always a thinker from the word go.

The Ball Great Room Includes:
Scissor Trusses, Ridge Beams, Free-of-Heart Douglas Fir, Double Kingpost Design, Creative Engineering, and Personalized Design.
Show Off Your Good Taste.

The Butte Hill Entry
Often referred to as the crown jewel of the timber frame industry
because it has sent many hearts fluttering
with wild imaginations of what could be…
otherwise known as the Hammer Beam Truss.

Inspiring
Height
Majestic

Advantageous because of the short timbers and ability to frame a view…
Whether the altar of an old cathedral or the mountain off to the east.
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Blame physics.
Due to the compression and tension loading in this truss,
the roof must be steep
and the lower knee braces as large as possible…
which means you must start high

and go even higher.
Truly a royal gem for those who desire to achieve great things and inspire those around them.
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THE BUTTE HILL ENTRY INCLUDES:
Free-of-heart Douglas Fir, Western Circle-sawn Posts, Hand-joined Beams, Full-Sawn Fascia Boards, Traditional Corbel Brackets, Mortise and Tenon Joinery, Full
Engineering, and Creative Design.
THE ACCOLADES ARE INCLUDED - FREE OF CHARGE.

The Carthaway Entry
You might assume that the Queen Truss Style originated with
Craftsman design. Actually, the design began as a way to get more usable space in
old European buildings.
However, the rectangular elements of the Queen Truss match quite nicely
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with the Craftsman Style. What you see here is a
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perfect combination of the basic truss with the
angular elements which have become a cornerstone of the Craftsman style.
It gives a commanding first impression,
but yet has an intimate feel as you approach the front door.
Getting the right impression from the start
instantly raises the value of the entire home, from the carpet to the cabinets!
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The Carthaway Entry Includes:
Free Of Heart Douglas Fir, Queen Truss Molded To Craftsman Style, Exquisite Craftsmanship, Through Tenons With Oak Pegs, Creative Engineering, and
Personalized Design.
a great first impression.

No coincidence.
Her first glimpse of him occurred in a small Swiss chapel.
His admiration for the by-gone craftsman was very poignant.
Totally unaware of those around him,

Inspiring
Elegance
hip
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his gaze took in the beauty of the old timbers.
He was obviously a romantic.
But his reverie was broken by her sharp cry…
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he had absent-mindedly moved back and stepped on her toe!
He began to stammer about geometric beauty while trying to apologize.
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She smiled and cut him off. "I will accept a cup of tea for an apology."
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And so it began.
He later replicated the architecture of the Swiss chapel for their front entry.

The Gosweizen Entry
The Gosweizen Entry Includes:
Thick, Elegantly Tapered Columns, Robust Beams, Steeply Angled Knee Braces, Tapered Arches, Inspiring Arch Framework, Free-of-heart Roughsawn Douglas Fir,
Mortise And Tenon Joinery, Full Engineering, and Creative Design.
Be Inspired.

The Sarahn Entry Includes:
Clear Western Red Cedar, Dual Stepped Beam with Double Posts Flanking Both Sides, Scissor Trusses, Lateral Loading Post, Full Engineering, and Creative
Design.
The Gang’s All Here.
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“Pay for quality and the battle is already won” he admonished.
scissor
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A strong statement about values.
Made a fortune during the credit bubbles of the late 90's and early 2000's.
Bought property. Expanded his holdings. Pursued hobbies.

quality

timbers

He typically includes family as much possible.
He values the insight others provide….. Perhaps a factor in his success?
His home is the family hangout.
High quality timbers give a quiet, aristocratic aura

The Sarahn Entry

double posts

which commands unquestioning respect…
something which is hard to capture in a picture.

Everything was pretty much ready.
House neat and tidy, tables set, coffee and beverage servers arranged.
Are there last minute details to remember?
She was hosting Thanksgiving dinner in their new home, and the whole family is invited.
Footsteps approach the door, and Aunt Suzy bursts in with an armload of bags.
"I just had to come early and see your new home - and I love your entry! It is so inviting.”
The hostess smiles and begins to relax.
The Hampton Entry - built for a cheery virtual embrace.
Inviting.

Open.

Stable.

Designed for a light hearted welcome.

The Hampton Entry
The Hampton Entry Includes:
Forward Facing Knee Braces, Heavy Elevated Truss Arch, Rough Sawn Free-Of-Heart Douglas Fir, Arched King Truss with Wide Arch,
Mortise and Tenon Joinery, Posts, Rafters, Ride Beam, Full Engineering, and Creative Design.
Come On In!

The Hockinson Gazebo Includes:
Select Structural Douglas Fir, Black Powder Coated Base Plates, Thru-tenons At Interlocking Beam Corners, Heavy Arched Braces, Hexagonal Center Piece At
Apex, Full Engineering, and Creative Design.
For Quiet Reflection.

Inspiring
Community
Dignity

The names of the local men who died in Vietnam can be found on the bronze
plaque. Six total. Young men with energy and vitality, bright-eyed
innocence and aspirations. It feels unfair when the young die.
This memorial was constructed just after the war.
In 2009, ATF was part of the community renovation
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of the deteriorated portion of the memorial.
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The symmetrical timbers radiate solid dignity.
Arched braces give a sympathetic touch. A perfect edifice for a solemn memorial.
Designed to reflect the quiet pride of the fallen.

The Hockinson Gazebo

Designed to stand strong long after we are gone.
Designed to give inspiration to future generations.

His ski cabin can comfortably house multiple families.
And they all come together around the table.
“I don’t want to have to worry about it,” he said.

Broad
Heavy
Solid
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“It has to be able to take abuse.”
Constructed using salvaged wood, for that heirloom look.
And its solid construction makes it big, heavy & broad.
Guests never fail to comment on the solid dining arrangement.
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A Table Fit For a King.
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The King Table
The King Table Includes:
Reclaimed wood construction, Large Rectangular Table with Angled Bracing, Backless Benches with Pegged Crossbrace, Benches with Solid Back Support, Mortise
And Tenon Joinery, Full Engineering, and Creative Design.
Feast Like a King.

The Kirche Renovieren Includes:
Free Of Heart Douglas Fir , Swooping Graceful Arches, Gunstock Posts With Gentle Arches, Double Post at Corners, Cedar Tongue & Groove Paneling, Full
Engineering, and Creative Design.
Guaranteed Satisfaction.

Every now and then Arrow Timber Framing is honored
to be part of a drastic makeover.
When the phone rang that day, the caller said,
"Yes, we are doing a remodel, and we would like to get you involved."
Always ready for another timber adventure,
I arranged to meet them.
The owners were some of the greatest people to work for.
We discussed design options, the work was performed
and now they live happily ever after…

The Kirche Renovieren

Yes, of course, the happy ending was
the smile of satisfaction
left on the homeowners’ faces.

The Lodge Entry
How do you discover and experience beauty?
As a connoisseur of Fine Timber Art, I scour the world for new experiences.
Printed or digital mediums, architectural publications, trade journals, etc.
And of course, when time allows, the best medium:
to actually tour great architecture, both the new and the old.
If you never push the limits, how do you know where the cut-off lies?
As for example, with this wonderfully heavy entry package: is it too much?
In conjunction with the solid lodge feel, the answer is no.
Bigger can be better.

The Lodge Entry Includes:
Free of Heart Douglas Fir, 1" Diameter Hardware Bolts, Heavy Western Circle Sawn Texture, Double Layer Facia Board, Western Circle Sawn Front Door Trim, Full
Engineering, and Personalized Design.
Beef It Up.

The Ultimate Man Cave Includes:
The Structural Package Includes Scissor Trusses, Multiple Beams, Posts, Knee Braces, Roof Purlins and Overhang Supports.
The Interior Package Includes Stairway Stringers, Treads, Double Mantel, Rail Base, Top and Spindles.
Can You Have Too Much Fun?
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The boy in him never really went away completely.
This future became clear, piece by piece, over time.
A project which started out adding accents to create a timber feel became

a timber bonanza.
Which was fitting, because his idea was to capture

the feel of a miner’s cabin.
Did he strike the mother lode?
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The Ultimate Man Cave

This tri-level timbered man cave includes sport car & helicopter parking.
An entertainment bar with fireplace and a personal casino complete this

over-the-top space.

The Monroe Accents
When it was finished, the house stood out. Subtle nuances...
hard to say why it stood out, but definitely artfully done.
It was an eclectic mix. Very tasteful. Reminiscent of a beach house, but not at the beach, nor
as compact and small. With a heavy northwest influence.
The timbers also reflected the same mix. Wide and substantial sizing with shapes borrowed from Cape Cod
architecture. The large timber accents reflected their northwest roots, and conveyed charm and coziness.
The timber post perched upon a large stone at the entry added to the subtle beauty.
A smooth transition from dwelling to nature.
The Monroe Accents packageIncludes:
Entry Post with Roughsawn Beams, Large Corbel Supports with Horizontal Beam, Garage Beams with Mid-size Corbel Supports, Porch Posts with Timber Beams,
Full Engineering, and Creative Design.
Mix It Up.

The Parnell Accents
The die had been cast. The truss style was set.
Now, where to add timbers to unify the whole theme?

Unique
Balanced
Unified

Everything had to come together.
The package had to be a complete, unified whole.
The gable truss above the entry was a no-brainer.
The garage was relatively easy, aside from modifying the roof.

angular elements

soft arches

The surprising problem was the corbels on the upper dormer.
There were build ability issues which didn’t affect the timbers,

garage ports

but would mar the beauty of the facade.
Working with the builder and architect, the roof lines and walls were adjusted.
That is what the ATF process is about: a beautiful, balanced end product.

The Parnell Exterior Accents Package Includes:
Grand Gable Truss with Angular Supports, Medium Gable Trusses with Support Brackets, Corbels for Small Dormers, Deck Support Beam with Brackets, Garage Posts,
Purlin Beams, Red Oak Pegs, Mortise & Tenon Joinery, Full Engineering, and Creative Design.
Welcome Home.

The Parnell Deck
The solution was so simple.
Finding it wasn’t.

Solid
Balanced
Sturdy

soft arches

Addressing the design and build ability of the back deck was paramount.
With eves that are 20’ above the deck,
a visual connection was needed.

The ATF Design Team was up to the challenge!

angular

Heavy, long, angle posts give this deck
the sense of lodge-like stability the owners wanted.
They also provide solid lateral bracing strength, and more importantly…

a good, sturdy, balanced look!
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The Parnell Deck Includes:
Massive Timber Posts, Combination Queen/King Post Truss with Arched Bottom Chords, Exposed Ridge Beam, Tapered Rafters, Side Beams with Corbel End Cut,
Support Beams with Knee Braces Below Deck, Red Oak Pegs, Mortise & Tenon Joinery, Full Engineering, and Creative Design.
Welcome Home.

The Parnell Entry
They had planned their dream house for a long time...

Unique
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Unified

Situated on a ridge overlooking the town and river,
the property was bought and paid for years ago.
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They had waited for the right time…
The stars did eventually align!
This entry captures the theme of their personal timber style,
which is spread throughout the rest of their home.

double posts

soft arches

Note the soft, elegant arches
combined with strong angular elements.
The ATF system produces styles as unique as the owners themselves.

Absolutely fabulous!

The Parnell Entry Includes:
Strong Double Posts, Hefty Angular Supports, King Posts, Sweeping Arched Bottom Chords, Exposed Ridge Beam, Rafters and Side Beams with Corbel End Cut,
Red Oak Pegs, Mortise & Tenon Joinery, Full Engineering, and Creative Design. (See Parnell exterior accents for other timber elements pictured.)
Welcome Home.

The Parnell Fireplace Set Includes:
Great room version: green Douglas fir timber, scroll-cut corbels, and attachment hardware.
Stand-alone version: 4-sided, tongue and fork joinery at all corners, through load-bearing posts from floor to ceiling, and perimeter beams at ceiling.
Keep the Home Fires Burning.

We gave them four options.
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For the Great Room, the choice was relatively straightforward.
One massive Douglas Fir timber,
supported by scroll-cut corbels.
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Continuing the timber style from the other timbers in the home.
The Game Room fireplace was quite unorthodox.
We needed to connect, rather than cut off, the two sides of the room.
There was also a gorgeous mountain view to take into consideration.
The solution was

The Parnell Fireplace Set

a stand-alone, see-through fireplace.
Copper to provide an interesting touch.
Another innovative Arrow Timber Framing design.

The Parnell Great Room
It all started with a picture.
They showed me their scrapbook of pictures and ideas, which had been selected
ements
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for a wide variety of reasons. Bits and pieces, with explanations such as:
“I like the idea of an upper & lower truss like this picture, but we’re not sure about the truss style.”
The process is a bit like a puzzle...
Their unique tastes were blended with unique circumstances to produce a style that is
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very… well, unique! The space ended up as an open, two-story great room with a circular stairway.
It is now ready for you as a package.

The Parnell Great Room Includes:
Curved Trusses with Multiple King Posts, Fully Exposed Ridge Beams, Eased-edge Posts, Kitchen Entry Portal with Brackets, Red Oak Pegs, 2nd Floor Joists with Corbel
End Cut, Accent Trim Pieces, Mortise & Tenon Joinery, Full Engineering, and Creative Design.
Family Time Begins Here.

The Parnell Kitchen
He had always wanted a timber framed breakfast nook.
She wanted him to have it. Not that it was a sacrifice on her part,

Unique
Balanced
Unified

but it did mean modifying her kitchen slightly.
A bit more rustic than she had originally intended.
Work flow and cabinet layout modifications.
But hidden benefits were also discovered in the changes.
She said, “It is definitely easy on the eyes... it all flows so nicely,” and it should.
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That is the trademark of the ATF system.
What would it be worth if you could start every day on the right foot?
To have a continual reminder of your successes?
start every morning like royalty.
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The Parnell Kitchen and Nook Package Includes:
Hip Rafters with Arched Supports, Massive Arched Support Beam and Ridge, Kitchen Rafters and Ceiling Beams, Red Oak Pegs, Mortise And Tenon Joinery, Full
Engineering, and Creative Design.
Welcome Home.

The Parnell Master Bedroom
Unique
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Unified

If the kitchen is the heart of the home, the master bedroom must be equally important.
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It can be a place to recharge, to relax. Solitude away from the “to do” lists and stimulus.
A place to gain peace, work out a game plan, regain your inner equilibrium.
Which is why you might consider the ideas this couple implemented...
windows with a great view, master bedroom deck with small roof (timber framed, of course!),
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ample sitting room, fireplace, and soothing décor created by the timber beams and trusses.
Similar to the core theme throughout the home,
but simplified to convey steady relaxation.

The Parnell Master Bedroom Includes:
Curved Trusses , Fully Exposed Ridge Beams, Eased-edge Posts, Master Deck Package Including Support Brackets, Beam, and Roof Truss, Transition Beam Between
Bedroom and Master Bath, Red Oak Pegs, Mortise & Tenon Joinery, Full Engineering, and Creative Design.
Sweet Dreams.

The Partridge Foyer
She definitely was more involved in choosing
the aesthetics and atmosphere of their home,
but she always asked for his opinion.
She liked elegance, but wanted to add rustic touches
into the theme for him.
Notice the blending of styles within this elegant foyer.
The antler chandelier. The ancient gun mounted above the door.
And even the timbers themselves.
A high entry which slopes down to a cozy living room.
Like she said, “My husband needs to be comfortable here too.”
The more time spent together, the better.

The Partridge Foyer Includes:
Knotty Douglas Fir Beams, Simple Trusses, Tall Sturdy Posts, Spline and Peg Connectors, Full Engineering, and Personalized Design.
Rustic Elegance.

The Pool House
Their son had special needs. They found themselves spending a lot of time around water.
Lots of playing and splashing - he loved the water.
They began to wonder why they did not own a pool themselves. They had the means.
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One good idea followed another.
End result: an almost commercial-sized pool house with warm timbered ceiling.
Their social circle had naturally expanded to include other families with special children, so they
included separate parking and a shower room for community swim days.

steel cable

A special way to give to the community.

The Pool House Includes:
Massive Trusses, Hip Rafters, Stringers, Ledgers, Support Post, Cross Beams, Ridge Truss, and Hefty Purlins. The Stair Package Includes Treads, Stringers, Ledgers,
Support Post, Beams, Joists with All Rail Pieces, Stainless Steel Cable and Connectors, and Base Rail. As Always, Full Engineering and Creative Design.
Make A Splash.

The Porte Cochère
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FORM FOLLOWS FUNCTION.
You notice how easy it is to negotiate the tight turn as you drive up to your friend’s Porte Cochère.
That would explain why the corner posts were replaced
by two beefy posts anchored to a central stone support.
You stop the car. You get out and absorb the feel of the heavy timbers.
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You look again at the central support with the heavy angled timbers.
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"That would be just like Parke." His logical, engineer mind would demand that form follow function.
"I should bring my cabin plans the next time I come here," you think as you knock on the door.
“Parke might have some good ideas for my layout."

The Porte Cochère Includes:
Free-of-Heart Douglas Fir, Douglas Fir Decking, Massive Angle Supports, Red Oak Pegs, Creative Engineering, and Personalized Design.
The Sweet Spot Between Good Sense and Good Taste.

"This entry could have been airlifted straight from Old Europe."
you muse as you approach her front door.
You and Annie always shared the same taste.

Graceful
Balanced
Genuine

You admire the balance of the steep roof
with the short, gracefully arched timbers.
It even has genuine wooden pegs!

wooden pegs
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You touch the arched post.
You notice the European timbers extend into the foyer and beyond.
Beautiful.
You’re sure Annie will be content with her lovely new home.
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The Ridgefield Entry
The Ridgefield Entry Includes:
Hand-Hewn Douglas Fir, Mortise and Tenon Joinery, 24/12 Roof Slope, Old European Style Trusses, Softly Arched Gunstock Posts, Full Engineering, and Creative
Design.
Bienvenue.

The Rivermist Signage
Developing real estate property had worked out well for him.
n particular, housing communities.
His passion for vibrance and quality was evident.
And it telegraphed through to the bottom line.
Higher margins.
His best developments involved good looking signage and entrances.

The Rivermist Signage package Includes:
Arch-cut Timbers, Painted Sign, Steel Bars, All Connecting Hardware, Full Engineering, and Creative Design.
A Sign of Good Taste.

The Sheretz Pavilion
Soothing
Artistic
Stout posts

There is a hidden country estate
where you can experience the soothing effects of timber framing in an outdoor setting.
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It is best if you arrive at dusk.
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As the sun drops to the west, the fine lights make the timber silhouette come alive.
Artistic, soft arches
combined with short, stout posts, integrated with fireplace and fire pit,

fire pit

perfect for entertaining a crowd.
Or as an intimate place for two individuals romantically inclined.

The Sheretz Pavilion Includes:
Arched Beam Terrace, Pergola Over the Fire Pit, Douglas Fir Trusses, Custom Wood Light Bezels, Arched Beam Terrace, Pergola Curves with Custom Copper Caps, Full
Engineering, and Creative Design.
Live The Good Life.

The Tapio Entry
Balance
Energy
Cozy

A cold morning walk in the old suburbs of Minneapolis.
Surrounded by an assortment of old
craftsman and bungalow style homes.
Then it happens. I stop. "Now, there is a beauty." But why?

purlins

What makes this bungalow dwelling stand out from the others I just passed?
It is not the size, nor is it the color. Is there any remarkable architectural feature?
I can't say there is. But yet there is something special
about the unassuming bungalow. I take a picture to study and dissect later.
I walk away with words like
energy, chi, and golden ratio
in the back of my mind.
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The Tapio Entry Includes:
Recreated to Give That "Just Right" Balance of a Cozy Bungalow On a Grand Scale, Double Posts, Scroll Cut Purlins, Mortise And Tenon Joinery,
Corbel Brackets, Creative Engineering, and Personalized Design.
Welcome Home.

THE TAPIO GREAT ROOM INCLUDES:
Arched Timber Trusses, Dining and Kitchen Ceiling Beams, Foyer and Stairway Beams, Picturesque Mantel, Creative Engineering, and
Personalized Design.
You’ll Feel Right At Home.
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I knock on the door.
“I am a purveyor of fine architecture and I would simply like to glance at
your main living space,” I explain. The fellow who answers is a bit
perplexed, but he shows me in.
Great balance. Great layout.
The plan follows the classic compress and release architectural formula –
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the cozy entry feel extends into the foyer, where the great room opens to a
high timber ceiling and expansive windows.
The kitchen and dining rooms nestle off to the side.

The Tapio Great Room
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Actually quite a large residence, but yet a
cozy intimate bungalow.

The Bistro Includes:
Douglas Fir Treads, Stairway Stringers, Posts, Floor Beams, Knee Braces, and Trellis Components, Cable Railing, Custom perimeter Timber Toe-kicks,
Creative Engineering, and Personalized Design.
Home Away From Home.

Warmth
Fellowship
Stability

Enrico is Italian. His passion for exquisite coffee was in full bloom long before Starbucks.
Of course, life has been a lot easier since the “coffee revolution” of the 1990s,
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But more often than not, he frequents a small, out of the way bistro,
which has the perfect decor for sipping coffee.
How to define perfect?
Perfection has many parts, but the post-and beam bistro reminds him of home…
warmth, fellowship, and stability.

The Bistro

Enrico doesn't overthink it. He just goes where the experience is the most enjoyable.
A sleek contemporary solution,
creating a warm and welcoming foyer within a modern concrete building.

The Bistro Accents Include:
The Structural Package Includes Scissor Trusses, Multiple Beams, Posts, Knee Braces, Roof Purlins and Overhang Supports.
The Interior Package Includes Stairway Stringers, Treads, Double Mantel, Rail Base, Top and Spindles.
Can You Have Too Much Fun?

The boy in him never really went away completely.
This future became clear, piece by piece, over time.
A project which started out adding accents to create a timber feel became

a timber bonanza.
Which was fitting, because his idea was to capture

the feel of a miner’s cabin.
Did he strike the mother lode?
This tri-level timbered man cave includes sport car & helicopter parking.

The Bistro Accents

An entertainment bar with fireplace and a personal casino complete this

over-the-top space.

THE VEACH ACCENT PACKAGE INCLUDES:
Free-of-Heart Roughsawn Douglas Fir, Decorative Corbels, Oversized Knee Brace Supports, Artistic Light Mounting Blocks, Full
Engineering, and Personalized Design.
Home On The Range.
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No doubt about it.
This homeowner is a big thinker.
Like everything else about this project, the accents were oversized.
And there were lots of them.
Corbels under the eaves,
big knee brace supports for the garage eyebrow roof,
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long, hefty light blocks.
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The Veach Accents
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Everything is consistent with the theme
and pulls all the timber elements together.

A perfect fit for a western dwelling.

He entered my office at dusk. His offer: "Cash on the barrelhead if it helps."
Unusual for a client wanting a custom timber package. This was a man who knew what he wanted.
Resourceful, succinct,
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good judge of character.
My marching orders: “Big, I want it big." We made it big.
Big posts. Stout angle supports which add visually as well as giving lateral strength.
An arched tie beam to soften the rough edges.
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This entry has a towering presence from afar but warm and intimate up close.
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A perfect fit for a western dwelling.

The Veach Entry
The Veach Entry Includes:
Rough Sawn Free-Of-Heart Douglas Fir, Beveled Corners At Posts, Custom Metal Post Bases, Massive Corbels with Scroll Cut Ends, Arched Tie Beam, Full
Engineering, and Creative Design.
Home On The Range.

When we put together this custom timber package,
the main act was the house.
The game room is the encore.
I suggested adjusting the game room ridge to accommodate
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heavy timber trusses
with arched tie beams,
similar in style to the great room.
This is a man who knows what he wants.
He thought about it for a bit and answered with characteristic decisiveness, “Yes, I like it.”

A perfect fit for a western dwelling.
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The Veach Game Room
The Veach Game Room Includes:

Free-of-heart Douglas Fir Interior Timber Trusses and Arched Tie Beams, and Exterior Stoop Package: Rough-sawn Posts, Arched Beam,
King Post, Ridge Beam and Side Beams, Full Engineering, and Creative Design.
Home On The Range.

Barely audible over the construction noise, I heard him walk up behind me.
“We’ve got to make the great room bigger.”
I turned and straightened up.
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He continued, “What do you think about pushing this wall out
and applying another truss here?”
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He knew I would not say yes simply to sell more timber.
I am always looking out for the customer’s interests.
I looked around and nodded slowly.
It would be a good change.
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A Perfect Fit For A Western Dwelling.

The Veach Great Room
The Veach Great Room Includes:
Arched Trusses, Ridge Beams At Kitchen Portal Frame, Custom Metal Hardware, Heavy Posts, Arched Knee Braces, Wooden Pegs, Full Engineering, and Creative
Design.
Home On The Range.

This Western-style home was coming together.
The finishing touches were all that was needed.
We added three mantels: In the great room , the game room, and the master suite.
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Each needed to be unique.
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Each needed to fit the theme.
Definitely big and broad,
with geometric elements that echo the larger timbers.
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Creative ideas began to flow...
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the Arrow Timber Framing system never fails to produce winning solutions.
A perfect fit for a western dwelling.

The Veach Mantel Set
The Veach Entry Includes:
Hand-Hewn Free-Of-Heart Douglas Fir, Custom Metal Hardware, Corbels with Scroll Cut Ends, Arched Tie Beam Accents, Full Engineering, and Creative Design.
Home On The Range.

The Veach Patio
The homeowner wanted “Big - really big.”
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And he backed it up with cold hard cash.
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As always, the Arrow Timber Framing design system produces winners!
Big.

Strong.
Artistic.
This Western-style patio flows naturally
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from the other timber elements throughout the home.

A perfect fit for a western dwelling.
The Veach Patio Includes:
Rough-Sawn Douglas Fir, Ridge Beam, Side Beams, Posts, Knee Brace Trusses, Post Bases, Creative Engineering, and Personalized Design.
Home On The Range.

We craft custom timber tables and benches for great clients as a way to say thanks.
Clients get elements of their timber frame replicated in their furniture.
Note the use of slightly angled table legs and arches.

Unique
Artistic
hip
Craftsmans

A great way to close a successful project.
All the elements which define a completed Arrow Timber Framing project were present.
Unique, artistic design.
Careful craftsmanship.
Consistent with core values of the client.
All delivered on time and according to contract. The ATF system had produced again.
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A Perfect Fit For A Western Dwelling.
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The Veach Table Set
The Veach Table Set Includes:
Large Dining Table, Coffee Table And 2 End Tables Made With Reclaimed Timber, Hand-hewn Texture, Custom Metal Hardware, Scroll Cut Ends, Arched Braces,
and Angled Table Legs.
Home On The Range.

15th Century England. Stone. Timbers.
A solid, heavy door. Secure? Yes. A home? Yes. Almost a castle.
The manor has provided shelter, protection, and security for many generations….

Solid
Shelter
Secure

The timbers and stone of the package will make you
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feel like royalty every time you enter your home.
The Voshell entry welcomes you from two sides.
The geometry of the timbers combined with the high stone columns give a sense of
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deep belonging and long history….
Exactly the message you need to feel like
your home is your castle.
You will experience deep satisfaction.
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The Voshell Entry
The Voshell Entry Includes:
Hand Hewn Douglas Fir, Hammer Beam Modified Trusses, Timbered Bench, Arched Diagonal Truss, Mortise & Tenon Joinery, Full Engineering, and Creative
Design.
Pick Out Your Chandelier.

The Wharf Entry Includes:
Double Douglas Fir Posts, Graceful Arched Roof, Side beams,Red Oak Pegs, Creative Engineering, and Personalized Design.
Simple Elegance.

They were building their dream home.
She liked a modern style.

He preferred rustic.

He let her take the lead. Smart, very smart.
And in turn, she was cognizant of his preferences.
Simple dynamics. Solid relationship.
The answer is found in the post and beam style.
Double posts support side beams, providing a smooth transition to the gracefully arched roof.

The Wharf Entry

A stunning combination of modern and rustic.

See Even More!
Visit our Gallery at

www.ArrowTimber.com
to see more projects by

Phone: (360) 687-1868
Showroom Address:
9726 NE 302nd St.
Battle Ground, WA 98604

Mailing Address:
PO Box 37
Battle Ground, WA 98604

www.ArrowTimber.com

